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EU Space Programme: from space, to farm, to fork 

Live Demo of EU Space-based solutions for efficient and sustainable farming  

03rd September 2020, Van den Borne Aardappelen (The Netherlands) & Online 

 

 

 

Grassland and cropland together make up 39 % of Europe's land cover. Today’s agricultural 

landscape is facing the challenge of producing enough food to respond to a  rapid world 

population growth, while reducing its environmental footprint in terms of emissions, soil 

degradation, utilisation of water, fertilizers and pesticides.  

To tackle these challenges more and more farmers and agriculturists across the Union turn to 

precision agriculture. 

EU Precision agriculture powered by the EU Space Programme  

With precision agriculture farmers optimize inputs such as water, fertilizer and seeds to 

enhance productivity, crop and yield while minimizing pest, diseases and environmental 

impact. Precision agriculture relies on the use of both the European Satellite Navigation 

Systems – EGNOS and Galileo – and the European Earth observation programme - Copernicus, 

which combined with additional data coming from on-site sensors and aerial images, infrared 

photos, and data analytics, are then processed through computers which then generate 

agronomic recommendations to help farmers make informed decisions for maximum 

productivity. With the help of Galileo and EGNOS, EU’s flagships satellite navigation systems, 

http://www.gsa.europa.eu/
https://twitter.com/EU_GNSS
https://www.facebook.com/EuropeanGnssAgency
https://www.instagram.com/space4eu/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/european-gnss-agency
https://euagencies.eu/
https://www.youtube.com/user/egnos1
https://www.vandenborneaardappelen.com/
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farmers are able to steer their machinery more accurately avoiding pesticide and fertilizer 

overapplication and consequently reducing their environmental footprint. The optimisation 

of the tractors routes also translates into less emissions and fuel consumption as well as a 

reduction of the farmers’ fatigue. 

#EUSpace: enabling the Farm2Fork Strategy and the EU Green Deal 

Europe is on its way to become the first climate-neutral continent by 2050 to protect the 

planet and its people. The EU’s goals are to reduce the environmental and climate footprint 

of the EU food system, strengthen its resilience, ensure food security in the face of climate 

change and biodiversity loss and lead a global transition towards competitive sustainability 

from farm to fork and tapping into new opportunities. The European Commission has set out 

policies and legislations to help Member States progress towards the achievement of its 

ambitious EU Green Deal. The EU Space Programme is a key EU asset enabling The Farm2Fork 

Strategy, which is at the heart of the EU Green Deal. The EU Space programme offer a series 

of benefits to EU farmers, the EU farming industry and related farming services. 

Free, accessible data to all farmers across the EU 

The agriculture sector has been one of the earliest adopters of satellite navigation services. 

97 % of agricultural Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) devices on board farming 

machinery utilise EGNOS, the EU’s regional satellite system. EGNOS is becoming the preferred 

entry-level technology for sustainable precision agriculture in Europe. All that is needed is an 

antenna capable of receiving EGNOS signals. Its sub-metric positioning corrections are 

provided free of charge to EU farmers. 

In addition, Galileo Open Service, offered free-of-charge, provides either single or multi 

frequency capabilities, which will further improve augmentation services. 

Likewise, the EU’s Earth Observation Programme, Copernicus, provides farmers with imagery 
and information about the land surface air temperature and precipitation enabling farmers 
to estimate and plan activities and resources needed, linked to future changes in agricultural 
conditions (such as humidity of the field, nutrients management and crop optimization).  

Enforcement of EU legislations and policies 

Synergies between the EU Space Programme services can help enforce environmental and 

agricultural policies within EU's Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). The Commission is 

committed to reduce the use of fertilisers by at least 20% by 2030. Accurate guidance 

provided by Galileo and EGNOS help tractors optimize fertilizer spraying and avoid 

http://www.gsa.europa.eu/
https://twitter.com/EU_GNSS
https://www.facebook.com/EuropeanGnssAgency
https://www.instagram.com/space4eu/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/european-gnss-agency
https://euagencies.eu/
https://www.youtube.com/user/egnos1
https://ec.europa.eu/food/farm2fork_en
https://ec.europa.eu/food/farm2fork_en
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overapplication. It is estimated that Galileo and EGNOS will help the Union economise up to 

1.5 million tonnes of fertiliser by 2025.1 

The EU agriculture is responsible for around 10.3% of the Union’s greenhouse gas emissions2. 

EGNOS and Galileo pave the way for a new green agribusiness model. Optimized tractors 

routes lead to a reduction of CO2 emissions, hence accelerating progress towards the EU 

climate neutrality objective. 

Tackling climate change  

Climate change can reduce crops and consequently access to food. Investing in precision 

agriculture is essential to ensure that every healthy piece of land is cultivated. Space-based 

solutions powered by Galileo, EGNOS and Copernicus can mitigate the climate and 

environmental impact, increase climate resilience. As part of the European data strategy, the 

common European agriculture space data generated by Copernicus will enhance the 

competitive sustainability of EU agriculture through the processing and analysis of 

production, land use, environmental and other data. 

Increasing productivity, lowering costs  

Europe’s Satellite Navigation Systems enable the provision of accurate positioning, which 

allow farmers to optimise crop yields and minimize associated costs. Precise positioning 

provided by Galileo and EGNOS not only helps farmers and agriculturists reduce their 

environmental footprint but helps them economize fuel, save fertiliser and seeds. 

 Agenda 

09:00 
Pick up point: European Parliament, Rue de Trèves (Station Europe), Brussels, (bus 

details will be given by 1st September) 

10:30 
Drop off zone : Postelsche Hofstee (BE-NL border), Reuselseweg 66, 2400 Mol, 

Belgium 

10:35 
Arrival at the Van den Borne Potato Farm (5-minute walk from border) 

Postelsedijk 15, 5541 NM Reusel, Netherlands 

10:35-11:00 Welcome drinks 

                                                      

1https://www.unoosa.org/documents/pdf/psa/activities/2018/EGNSSCopernicusEbook/SDGs_EGNSSCopernic
us_eBook.pdf 
2 https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communication-annex-farm-fork-green-deal_en.pdf 

http://www.gsa.europa.eu/
https://twitter.com/EU_GNSS
https://www.facebook.com/EuropeanGnssAgency
https://www.instagram.com/space4eu/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/european-gnss-agency
https://euagencies.eu/
https://www.youtube.com/user/egnos1
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Station+Europe/PD+Europa,+Wiertzstraat+60,+1047+Brussel,+%CE%92%CE%AD%CE%BB%CE%B3%CE%B9%CE%BF/@50.8390426,4.3733597,138a,35y,117.31h/data=!3m1!1e3!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x47c3c49a53ef40e5:0x95f022428e027cfc!2m2!1d4.3733579!2d50.8390429!1m5!1m1!1s0x47c3c49a53e65dc1:0x84be382dadab61ca!2m2!1d4.3733272!2d50.8390372!3e0
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Postelsche+Hofstee/@51.3166012,5.1749384,415m/am=t/data=!3m1!1e3!4m22!1m16!4m15!1m6!1m2!1s0x47c6c960edfc4a07:0x3ae947728fdf10f5!2zdmFuIGRlbiBCb3JuZSBwb3RhdG9lcywgUG9zdGVsc2VkaWprLCBSZXVzZWwsIM6fzrvOu86xzr3OtM6vzrE!2m2!1d5.1736978!2d51.3201399!1m6!1m2!1s0x47c6cbe1217bc1b5:0xec83b92d2401d1eb!2zUG9zdGVsc2NoZSBIb2ZzdGVlLCBSZXVzZWxzZXdlZyA2NiwgMjQwMCBNb2wsIM6Szq3Ou86zzrnOvw!2m2!1d5.1761177!2d51.316259!3e2!3m4!1s0x47c6cbe1217bc1b5:0xec83b92d2401d1eb!8m2!3d51.316259!4d5.1761177
https://www.google.com/maps/place/van+den+Borne+potatoes/@51.3201432,5.1715091,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x47c6c960edfc4a07:0x3ae947728fdf10f5!8m2!3d51.3201399!4d5.1736978
https://www.unoosa.org/documents/pdf/psa/activities/2018/EGNSSCopernicusEbook/SDGs_EGNSSCopernicus_eBook.pdf
https://www.unoosa.org/documents/pdf/psa/activities/2018/EGNSSCopernicusEbook/SDGs_EGNSSCopernicus_eBook.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communication-annex-farm-fork-green-deal_en.pdf
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11:00-11:45 

The EU Space Programme for agriculture 

• EGNOS, Galileo, Copernicus 

• How the EU Space Programme is relevant for farmers 

- GSA approach (Market report, User consultation platform, User 

requirements report, etc.) 

- Vision of professional organisations, COPA-COGECA & CEMA 

• Q&A with MEPs 

11:45-12:15 

A farmer’s experience using EU satellite technologies 

• Example of the cultivation cycle of potatoes 

- Presentation of the farm and introduction of the farmer, Jacob Van den 

Borne  

• Live demo 

• Q&A with MEPs 

12:15-12:45 

How research and the EU Space Programme are working for the benefit of a 

sustainable EU agriculture 

• GREENPATROL, Maria Campo 

• GALIRUMI, Esther Lopez 

• EGNSS4CAP, Farming by Satellite and PixelFarming,  

• Q&A with MEPs 

12:45-13:00 Conclusion remarks 

13:00 -13:30 Walking lunch    

13:45 
Departure from Postelsche Hofstee (BE-NL border), Reuselseweg 66, 2400 Mol, 

Belgium 

15:15 Arrival at the European Parliament, Rue de Trèves (Station Europe), Brussels 

The European GNSS Agency: A portal to precision agriculture  

The European GNSS Agency (GSA) is in charge of managing operations and service provision 

for Europe’s Satellite Navigation Systems – Galileo and EGNOS, ensuring as well the safety 

and security of the systems. GSA is at the heart of these two programmes, accelerating 

progress in market uptake, engaging with Member States, stakeholders, industry and user 

communities to design and enable services that respond to user needs and boost Europe’s 

growth, competitiveness, and sustainability.  

The GSA ensures that business and citizens get the most out of Europe’s investments in 

satellite navigation programmes, linking space technology and space applications to user 

needs, and keeping users at the centre of Galileo and EGNOS.  

GSA is working with Member States to extend the application of precision farming techniques 

and at the same time for a sustainable agricultural practice as promoted by the CAP and the 

European Green Deal. GSA is catalysing intelligence and igniting innovation to develop the 

next generation of space applications across a broad range of applications including precision 

agriculture and smart farming. forward-looking agricultural policies. 

http://www.gsa.europa.eu/
https://twitter.com/EU_GNSS
https://www.facebook.com/EuropeanGnssAgency
https://www.instagram.com/space4eu/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/european-gnss-agency
https://euagencies.eu/
https://www.youtube.com/user/egnos1
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Postelsche+Hofstee/@51.3166012,5.1749384,415m/am=t/data=!3m1!1e3!4m22!1m16!4m15!1m6!1m2!1s0x47c6c960edfc4a07:0x3ae947728fdf10f5!2zdmFuIGRlbiBCb3JuZSBwb3RhdG9lcywgUG9zdGVsc2VkaWprLCBSZXVzZWwsIM6fzrvOu86xzr3OtM6vzrE!2m2!1d5.1736978!2d51.3201399!1m6!1m2!1s0x47c6cbe1217bc1b5:0xec83b92d2401d1eb!2zUG9zdGVsc2NoZSBIb2ZzdGVlLCBSZXVzZWxzZXdlZyA2NiwgMjQwMCBNb2wsIM6Szq3Ou86zzrnOvw!2m2!1d5.1761177!2d51.316259!3e2!3m4!1s0x47c6cbe1217bc1b5:0xec83b92d2401d1eb!8m2!3d51.316259!4d5.1761177
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Station+Europe/PD+Europa,+Wiertzstraat+60,+1047+Brussel,+%CE%92%CE%AD%CE%BB%CE%B3%CE%B9%CE%BF/@50.8390426,4.3733597,138a,35y,117.31h/data=!3m1!1e3!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x47c3c49a53ef40e5:0x95f022428e027cfc!2m2!1d4.3733579!2d50.8390429!1m5!1m1!1s0x47c3c49a53e65dc1:0x84be382dadab61ca!2m2!1d4.3733272!2d50.8390372!3e0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2XjIRd9xXE&t=76s
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The GSA is soon to become the European Union Space Programme Agency (EUSPA), a new 

Agency entrusted with important tasks related to the EU satellite navigation systems, Galileo 

and EGNOS, the establishment of synergies for space data related to navigation and Earth 

Observation, and also the setting up of governmental applications for telecommunications, 

space surveillance, security of infrastructure and cybersecurity.  

Galileo 

Galileo is Europe’s Global Satellite Navigation System (GNSS), providing improved positioning 

and timing information and bringing significant benefits for many European services and 

users. Forward-looking companies understand the benefits that Galileo brings and are 

introducing products with Galileo-enabled receivers, chipsets, devices and modules – many 

of which are already on the market3. 

EGNOS 

The European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) is the first pan-European 

satellite navigation system. It augments the GPS satellite navigation system and soon Galileo. 

It makes it suitable for safety critical applications such as flying aircraft, navigating ships 

through narrow channels. At the same time, farmers were amongst the first to also use the 

precision of EGNOS for non-safety critical applications such as steering guidance for tractors. 

More than 97% of new tractors in Europe using GNSS are equipped with EGNOS.  

Copernicus 

Copernicus is the European system for monitoring the Earth and is coordinated and managed 

by the European Commission. The system collects data from multiple sources: earth 

observation satellites and in situ sensors such as ground stations, airborne sensors, and sea-

borne sensors. It processes this data and provides users with reliable and up-to-date 

information through a set of services related to environmental and security issues. 

The services address six thematic areas: land, marine, atmosphere, climate change, 

emergency management, and security. They support a wide range of applications, including 

environment protection, management of urban areas, regional and local planning, 

agriculture, forestry, fisheries, health, transport, climate change, sustainable development, 

civil protection, and tourism. 

GSA H2020 Funded Projects: GREENPATROL and GALIRUMI 

GREENPATROL is a European precision farming project aiming at developing an innovative 

and efficient robotic solution for Integrated Pest Management in Greenhouses. The robot will 

                                                      

3 Check here: https://www.usegalileo.eu/EN/inner.html#data=farm 

http://www.gsa.europa.eu/
https://twitter.com/EU_GNSS
https://www.facebook.com/EuropeanGnssAgency
https://www.instagram.com/space4eu/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/european-gnss-agency
https://euagencies.eu/
https://www.youtube.com/user/egnos1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6oEcc58tEiA&t=10s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2XjIRd9xXE&t=76s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGJss4lDaBo&t=2s
https://www.usegalileo.eu/EN/inner.html#data=farm
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use the most sophisticated signals of satellites especially the multiple-frequencies E1, E5 and 

E6 by Galileo, the network of European satellites for accurate global positioning. 

The EU project GALIRUMI is aiming to deliver robot weeding for herbicide-free weed control 

in dairy farming. Robotic weeding will reduce the environmental impact of dairy farming by 

eliminating herbicide use and reducing exposure of farm workers to herbicides. It will also 

help dairy farmers to switch to organic production, thereby contributing to an increase in 

production of organically produced milk and better incomes for farmers. 

Experiencing precision agriculture in the Netherlands 

Van den Borne Aardappelen, is one of the most technologically advanced potato farms in the 

EU, utilising services and data from Galileo, EGNOS and Copernicus on a daily basis. With the 

world population on the rise, good nutritional value and a low environmental impact, 

potatoes have the potential to become number one when it comes to basic food.  

Synergies between EU satellite programmes can support precision farming for a more 

sustainable agriculture, mitigating the environmental footprint and enabling the digitisation 

of agri-government controls within the Common Agricultural Policy. 

EU Space for agriculture: the figures 

- Highly accurate positioning provided by EGNOS & Galileo helps farmers minimize the 

amount of pesticides and fertilizers they spray by up to 20% 

- Galileo and EGNOS will help economise 1.5 million tonnes of fertiliser by 2025 

- By 2025 Galileo and EGNOS will have reduced the amount of pesticides used in the EU by 

4.500 tonnes. 

- 97% of new tractors in Europe using GNSS are equipped with EGNOS, the preferred low-

cost entry technology for precision farming in Europe. 

- 69% of new agriculture machinery is equipped with Galileo. 

More resources: 

GNSS for precision agriculture image gallery GNSS for precision agriculture YouTube Channel  

Tweeting about the event #GNSSLive, #EUSpace, #EUAgri 

For more information: 

Cristina Comunian 
GSA Communications Officer 
Cristina.COMUNIAN@gsa.europa.eu  
Tel. +420 234 766 780 
Mobile: +420 778 537 344 

Marie Ménard 
GSA Communications Officer 
Marie.Menard@gsa.europa.eu 
Tel +420 237 766 627 
Mobile: +420 602 619 776 
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